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Preface

The ESS will when in operation provide a user beam for 5000 hours annually with an uptime of
more than 95 %. Due to the large availability all components must be designed with lifetimes longer
than the facility. The lifetime of the magnetic elements depends greatly on the amount of radiation
they receive. For components far away from the target the radiation comes primarily from beam
losses whereas close to the target it is a combination of beam losses and back-scattered neutrons.
The ESS high energy beam transport (HEBT) line is divided into three main sections. A section in
line of sight of the linac which reserve space for a future upgrade scenario (= the upgrade section),
a section transporting the beam from the level of the linac tunnel to the level of the main target (=
the bending section), and a section providing the desired beam footprint at the target (= the
expansion section). For the first two sections the radiation level will be determined by the beam
losses and for the expansion section both beam losses and back-scattered neutrons contribute.
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The upgrade section

The HEBT upgrade section is a continuation of the focusing structure for the high-beta linac section.
It includes six repeats and a short matching section between the linac structure and the bending
section. The 1-rms beam size and the power density levels along the upgrade section is shown in
Fig. 1. The beam size is relatively small throughout the entire upgrade section and at the closest
approach the inner vacuum aperture is ~80% larger than the 10-W power level. This means that
close to no beam losses are expected for this section and standard magnet technology can be
used.

3

Figure 1. Top panel; The 1-rms beam envelopes (blue = horizontal and red = vertical) for the upgrade section
of the HEBT. The colors denote different elements: purple= warm linac unit (LWU) and green = quadrupoles
(QP). Middle and bottom panel; The beam power density along the upgrade section of the HEBT.
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The bending section

The bending section has an elevation of 4 m and a projected length of 14.2 m. The beam size is
relative low throughout the entire section and at the closest approach the aperture size is ~50%
larger than the 10-W power level. This again means than a very low loss level can be expected also
for this section and off-the-shelf magnet technology can be used.
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Figure 2. Top panel; The 1-rms beam envelopes (blue = horizontal and red = vertical) for the bending section
of the HEBT. The colors denote different elements: red = dipoles and green = quadrupoles (QP). Middle and
bottom panel; The beam power density along the bending section of the HEBT.
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The expansion region

The ESS expander optics is designed in order to provide a beam footprint of 16x6 cm2 at the target
beam entrance window with a flat beam profile. The large size and comparative low intensity of this
footprint is crucial for the target lifetime and must be constantly monitored. This means that any risk
of failure of the expander components must be negligible, due to the long shut down period arising
from a failure, and this in turn determines the choice of magnet technology.
The magnetic elements in the expander region will experience radiation due to their proximity to the
target and due to beam losses. For the baseline design without errors no losses occur in any of the
magnetic elements. But if large halos are present this may change. Losses will then arise in the
components with the smallest aperture to beam size ratio. The power densities along the expander
region are shown in Fig 3. For the drift region the aperture is set to 200 mm (radius), but for the final
design this will be chosen so that no controllable losses occur. Vertically the aperture is always at
least 25 % larger than the 10-W power density level and the closest approach is at the last
quadrupole. Horizontally the closest approach for the 10-W power level is for the last four
elements, but several of the other expander section elements also have a small aperture to beam
size ratio.
The effect of the octupoles is to flatten the beam by folding the halos towards the center of the
particle distribution. Most of the halo particles will then be contained within the footprint at the
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position of the target, but the outermost particles will be over-folded, thus have travelled through the
particle distribution, and lost. The number of over-focused particles will depend on the degree of
halo in the beam exiting the linac, which is not yet known. The particle density along the HEBT,
generated from a double Gaussian distribution1, is shown in Fig. 4 and the over-focused particles
are especially noticeable downstream of the last octupole.
In conclusion, when only considering the ratio of the aperture to the 10-W power density levels the
natural choice would be to either make the last four or all of the expander region elements radiation
hard. Another approach could be to make all the components following the first octupole radiation
hard since the folding effect of the octupoles is the origin of the stray particles.
On top of these considerations one has to add the radiation from the back-scattered neutrons and
the secondary particles they produce.

Figure 3. Top panel; The 1-rms beam envelopes (blue = horizontal and red = vertical) for the expander section
of the HEBT. The colors denote different elements: red = dipoles, green = quadrupoles (QP), blue = octupoles
(OP), orange = fixed collimator, and grey = the proton beam window (PBW). Middle and bottom panel; The
beam power density along the expander section of the HEBT.

1

The double Gaussian distribution is a superposition of the core-distribution with the size
of the nominal linac beam and a halo distribution which is five times larger than the core
distribution and contains 1% of the particles.
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Figure 4. The normalized particle density along the HEBT expander region.
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Conclusion and Outlook

The technology choices of the HEBT components must reflect the environment in which there are
placed. For the first two HEBT sections, the upgrade and the bending section, the expected beam
losses are very low due to the low beam size and off-the-shelf magnet technology can be used. For
the expansion section, however, the ratio between the beam size and the aperture size is not as
favourable. The aperture restrictions are the last four elements, but the 10-W power level is close to
the aperture for several of the other components as well. This means that the last four elements
should certainly be made as radiation hard components, but that a natural choice also could be to
design all of the expansion section components as radiation hard magnets, or at least choose a
more radiation resistant insulator than what is used for standard magnets. Another tactic could be to
divide between very and intermediate radiation hard magnets upstream of the first octupole, since
the main part of the beam losses in the expansion region are particles which have been overfocused by the octupoles and therefore only are present upstream of these.
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